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as the third amiga 3d program, it was either lightwave or imagine.
of course, the only real advantage that imagine had was that it

was a full 3d package. but as it turned out, a majority of the public
had no need for the full package. in fact, a huge number of users
of lightwave wanted the cheaper plugins collection. so it was this
that newtek sold, and it was the availability of this package that
helped the product to take off. that's right, lightwave 3d still has
the ability to use the original lightwave architecture and plugins.

lightwave has been known to be more stable than the current
version. the features of lightwave are an open platform that work

with the original plugins from newtek. although the plugins of
lightwave 3d are less comprehensive, the speed is faster, the

stability is higher, and the user interface is better. lightwave was
designed with a plug-in architecture. it is comprised of three main
sections: the director, the channel, and the plugins. the director is
the application interface and contains a navigation and interface
window, dopesheet, and keyframe editor. the channel is where

the scene is stored. a channel can contain one or more instances
of a scene, and is used as the data source for most things, such as
the dopesheet, keyframe editor, and other scene-related tools. the
plugins are external programs and are used to perform various 3d

manipulations and other operations. the redesign version!
lightwave got a major redesign and a new element - the hub - was
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introduced to synchronize files between layout and modeler
automatically. there were numerous other changes, such as a
new, user-editable menu system, the ability to have multiple

layers in a single object along with the ability to keep them in sub-
patch mode, rather than having to freeze when you saved out of
modeler. first commercial application to introduce hdri, and the

first incarnation of a new render engine at 192-bit. a first
implementation of monte carlo and interpolated radiosity for

lightwave3d. modeler introduced many new tools like skelegons,
and upgraded many modifiers to interactive tools.
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The combination of full professional video editing software and
new technologies resulted in a product that could work with both

professionals and prosumers. The software itself provided real
time editing, compositing, color correction, and other features
while the still had the ability to handle pro or consumer-level

tasks. Numerous industry professionals can use LightWave today
to create professional quality videos without needing the

significant investment in a post-production environment that is
required by other editing packages. It’s relatively easy for a

LightWave-savvy user to work right in the timeline or in the still
section of the program, creating awesome footage with little to no
effort, then export the result to a final file format of their choice,
whether it be SD, HD, or 3D. About five years ago I, along with a
few other fellow video editors, decided to start a new community
video production blog called VideoHive.net that's been a lot of fun
to watch grow. Lots of people reach out and ask for advice about
how to get started in the video industry, and we all have lots of

opinions on the different programs. So it seemed only appropriate
that we have a poll on the best 3D software. I know that this is the

first time that Enthusiast has posted a LightWave related video.
I'm a huge fan of what JonnyH has been doing with the LightWave
community so I was happy that he had time to create this. I hope
you enjoy the video and that you will make time to check out his

channel. His videos are always packed with information.
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